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Q: Esteemed Committee, wouldn't it be better if we humans simply forgot about souls and 

lifetime incarnations and just ignored the whole topic? 

C: Better for whom and in what ways? 

 

Q: For us! It would be a lot easier to contemplate only what we can see and feel, and this 

soul business stuff can be hard. 

C: No, it would NOT be easier; in practice and effect, human life is more difficult when the 

true nature of your soul is unknown or ignored. 

 

Habit is easy, or so it seems but the ease with which a habit is followed is only the result of much 

effort to establish it. Language is possibly the best and prime example for humans.  

 

Make no mistake about the efforts all of you have invested in your easy human habits, habits 

sometimes challenged by the ideas we now offer and have before. 

 

A tree cannot stand without its trunk; it is not a tree absent this key part. The insides of the trunk, 

almost completely enclosed and concealed inside covering called bark, are essential to its 

structure.  

 

Your soul is the uncovered trunk of a tree, bark removed. Ignoring your soul can seem easy, 

placing focus on external physical input, contact and experience. Just as you can ignore the 

stripped trunk of a tree if your back is placed to it and you look always away. 

 

This is not the natural human way; all of you ideally will consider the strong wood encased 

within the covering your body represents, but it is not a requirement, necessity or essential piece 

of existence.  

 

It has become more popular to pretend illusion is reality, among humans. An aspect of this is 

revealed in ever better video, and games which use imagery technology. One development is the 

desire for, thus increased reliance upon, video as evidence or proof of an occurrence. 

Deviousness has seized upon this newly developed preference, to produce faked images. Lust for 

moving imagery draws many humans towards this, yet ignores even recent history on Earth 

when such footage was not possible.  

 

The overflowing desire to see a human talking about a topic, as contrasted with reading words 

which involve it, is another development. The idea requires a human and face for its belief. 

 

All these things lead away from, not towards, understanding of the human soul's existence, 

purpose, meaning and essence of your existence. 

 

Burying a dead body nowadays among humans means the deceased is far more gone, than was 

ever commonly believed. The younger generations now snicker, smirk and smile sarcastically at 



the less aware, often being the people not as young, this is, the older people who will say they 

believe the dead are still around in some way. The adolescents and children observe with close 

attention.   

This is intellectual laziness, and it is encouraged because of ease of imagery. 

 

Q: What specific, tangible benefits come to any one of us, from belief that we are essentially 

a soul, that we incarnated for many lives and the lives occur simultaneously? 

C: Comfort. Life's trials and tribulations are seen and understood as trivial bumps in the 

road, not reason to react negatively. 

 

Q: Don't we all derive benefit from observing negative reactions? 

C: Rarely and we will say without hesitation, absence of negative, bad reactions among 

humans would cause no loss of learning & growth to your soul.   

 

Q: How do we eliminate bad reactions and with what can they be replaced? 

C: No replacement is required; your soul's innate and natural reaction will emerge in the 

absence of bad reactions. These are eliminated by not teaching them. 

 

Humans carefully and methodically instruct one another to erupt in fits of rage, anger, hate and 

frustration, and these taught & learned responses come after you also carefully and methodically 

instruct one another to place your preferences atop your thoughts. 

 

Humans rarely encounter, look upon, examine or consider from a distance your fellow wo/man, 

wondering what troubles may have befallen her or him, and what treatment might best be offered 

and given. 

 

Much more common is it to alight from one's vehicle in anger when negligent damage is done to 

it, or immediately to attempt to blame the victim and relieve oneself of responsibility.  

 

These are instructed and learned behaviors.  

 

Wake up in the morning, actively think about people you might encounter that day —known and 

otherwise, being people you might encounter randomly— and decide in advance you will give 

each one a positive reaction if you might feel bothered, annoyed or disturbed by the exchange. If 

nothing unpleasant comes across your way, you were insured and prepared for loss. If however it 

happens, your good reaction will likely douse the flames of acrimony instantly. 

 

Q: Do our souls do this automatically? 

C: Generally yes, because all motivations, ideas and preferences are immediately known and 

visible. You can see into the good every soul possesses, and it is easy to focus on this. The 

goodness of your existence outweighs all other things, separately or combined. 

 

The power of the weight of ten tons of love overwhelms one ton of hate. Humans are extremely 

adept at seeing a ton of hate then either running from it, responding in unkind or choosing to feel 

oppressed.  

 



None of these are necessary; simply apply triple the hate weight in countering love —which you 

possess in quantities unlimited— and the hate seen emitted will be diffused, dispersed and 

extinguished.     

 

Q: This sounds like a megachurch pastor preachin' to the flock.  

C: Earth is but the human house of worship. 

 

Q: The Committee our preacher! 

C: The best sermon given is the one from within, already instantly available to anyone who 

asks themselves for one, then listens.  

 

Q: How would that be done? 

C: Desire the answer to anything, then sit quietly for a moment, ask yourself the questions 

you wish addressed as if you were an interviewer. Imagine in your mind you are holding a 

microphone up to a gray cloud in front of you, a person inside you cannot see but believe and 

know is there, who can hear your question.   

 

Ask your questions with your thoughts, exactly and precisely as you would speak into the 

microphone, then turn the sound capturing device towards the cloud. Expect not that a face will 

appear; simply listen for the voice. 

 

You will hear it loudly and clearly.  

 

Q: We're digressing a bit from the topic of souls young & old, and future and past lives. 

C: We are tuning in to your souls. What question more do you have? 

 

Q: I'll ask one final thing; given that our souls are ageless and incarnated lifetimes 

simultaneous, what significant but not obvious benefit is extracted from the human position, 

however mistaken it might be, that we indeed have older, younger and middle aged souls? What 

good comes from thinking past and future lives support and await us? 

C: The benefit is to have the experience of illusion, to take a test drive without need, 

requirement or pressure to purchase. Unlike Earth, where the newness of such a first use will 

fade, where the joy, excitement and initial pleasures will diminish, the joy, excitement and 

pleasure of a human life never tarnishes. It remains a precious gem forever.   

 

You who read these words have seen, and now again observe, the de-cloaking. You are not 

limited to mis- or non-understanding of the benefits. You know that pursuit of positive and 

avoidance of negative are but artificial steps which lead to completeness, peace and contentment. 

 

Be well one and all and do return.   

   

  

 


